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ABSTRACT
This paper will examine Whitman's Cities and their 
place in Leaves of Grass. It will demonstrate their 
biographical importance to Whitman and their significant 
metaphorical place in his art.
The City's multiple, yet singular identity corresponded 
precisely to Whitman's sense of man's relationship to 
himself, to his country, and to the singular, multiple 
spiritual entity which was the assimilation of all things: 
God. The individual's relationship to the City served 
Whitman as both metaphor of man's relationship to this 
God or Kosmos and as a metaphor and catalyst for the 
assimilating process itself.
v
WALT WHITMAN AND THE CITY DOORYARD
In 1819, the year of Walt Whitman's birth, Brooklyn
and New York had a combined population of only 130,0 00.
By 1863, when Whitman left New York and Brooklyn for
Washington D.C., the two cities had grown to nearly one 
1
million. Walt Whitman participated eagerly in this growth.
His mature life in Brooklyn and New York, up until the 1855
publication of Leaves of Grass, was as much the activist
life of an extroverted, social, political commentator as it
was the life of an introspective, uninvolved poet-observer.
Whitman's concern for his City is one of the most prominent
features of his early life; yet, its effect and place in
Leaves of Grass have been largely ignored by scholars
and critics.
In Specimen Days (1882) Whitman said:
I suppose the critics will laugh heartily, but 
the influence of those Broadway omnibus jaunts 
and drivers and declamations and escapades 
undoubtedly entered into the gestation of 
Leaves of Grass.
Of the major American Romantics, Walt Whitman was the only
writer to embrace and applaud life in the City. The City
gave Whitman much of his subject matter and imagery, but
more importantly the city became one of the central images
of Whitman's art.
Walt Whitman was born May 31, 1819 at West Hills on
Long Island about twenty miles northeast of New York City.
On May 27, 1823, just before Whitman's fourth birthday,
2he and his family moved to Brooklyn into a house at the end
3
of Main Street, the city's busiest thoroughfare.
Walter Whitman /Sr./ had not brought his family 
to a quiet country village. Although Brooklyn 
had only six or seven thousand inhabitants, 
because of its position and harbor facilities 
it had the activity and.noise of a small city.
On Clover Hill (soon to be known as Brooklyn 
Heights) there were fine estates with well-kept 
gardens, and half a mile east were real farms; 
but near the ferries the taverns, livery stables, 
tar sheds, tanneries, slaughter-houses, tenements, 
and a few once-decent houses huddled together 
indiscriminately. Here lived bargemen, oyster 
dealers, small shopkeepers, Irish day laborers, 
and manumitted Negores. . . whose children
mingled with the white ragamuffins on Front 
and adjacent streets.
Whitman's early life in Brooklyn was an active time.
On September 1, 1824, the Whitman family moved to the
corner of Washington and Johnson Streets where they stayed
less than a year. They moved to Van Dykes Street in 1826,
Adams Street in 1827, and then to Tillary Street in 1827.
Through his father young Walt Whiman met the aging Thomas
Paine and was introduced to the preachings'of Elias Hicks.
On July 4, 1825 the French patriot Lafayette came to
Brooklyn. -At a ceremony to lay the cornerstone of a new
library, some of the adults lifted the small children down
the banks of the excavated foundation. Supposedly,
Lafayette himself lifted Walt Whitman and even gave him a
5
prophetic kiss on the forehead. On July 4, 1829 an angry 
sailor ignited the powder magazine of the magnificent steam 
frigate Fulton, moored at the Brooklyn Navy Yard less than
3a mile from Whitman's home. The explosion, sounding like
the dull shock of an earthquake, completely destroyed the
ship. Forty or fifty sailors were killed in the tragedy.
The explosion itself and the sailors' mass funeral two days
6
later made a deep impression on ten-year-old Walt Whitman:
7
"This is the city and I am one of the citizens...."
Whitman did not remain a child-observer of Brooklyn
and New York for very long. He began his practical
involvement with the life of his cities at the age of
eleven, when he went to work as an office boy for James B.
Clarke. Clarke took time instructing Whitman in penmanship
and grammar, and provided him with a subscription to a
8
circulating library. In the summer of 18 31 Whitman was
apprenticed to Samuel Clements, editor of the Long Island
Patriot. Whitman's association with the Patriot was a
valuable experience, giving rise to literary ambitions and
9
heightening Whitman's sense of his urban surroundings.
During this period Whitman did not live with his family;
he boarded with several other apprentices on Fulton 
10
Street. In the summer of 1832 Whitman worked for a
printer named Erastus Worthington. By autumn he was
working for Alden Spooner, the most successful editor and
publisher in Brooklyn. Whitman remained in Spooner's office
11
for nearly two years.
Sometime in 18 36 Whitman completed his apprentice 
training to become a journeyman printer. He crossed to
4New York to work as a newspaper compositor. He worked in
New York until May of 1836, when a combination of fires and
12
financial depressions caused widespread unemployment.
Whitman left New York and rejoined his family then living
in Hempstead fifteen miles east of the city. For the next
three years Whitman taught school in Queen and Suffolk
Counties on Long Island. In 1839 and 1840 he started and
13
published a weekly paper in his native town, Huntington.
He did not return to New York permanently until May, 1841,
when he began working as a compositor for the New World,
edited by Park Benjamin. But Whitman was not content to
remain an anonymous New York printer. Within two months
of his return to the city, he gave a speech at a Democratic
14
rally in the park near City Hall. This was to begin a
long period of active, avid involvement in the politics
and welfare of his city. The next day the New Era and
the Post, edited by William Cullen Bryant, 'quoted Whitman's
speech at length. After this performance Whitman was a
welcome visitor at Tammany Hall, the hotel headquarters
of the Democratic Party.
Yet, it was not as a speech-maker that Whitman intended
to leave his mark. He began submitting short stories and
poems to magazines and newspapers. The prestigious
Democratic Review published Whitman stories in August,
November, and December. Also, Park Benjamin published a
15
few of Whitman's conventional poems in the New World.
5In February, 1842 Whitman began writing for the Aurora,
a daily paper owned by James Bennett and James Webb. Just
a month later they made young Walter Whitman Editor in
Chief. Whitman lost no time immersing himself in the often
unsavory business of a daily newspaper. On March 24 he
wrote an article attacking his old boss, which he called
"Bambozzle and Benjamin." In the article Whitman accused
Park Benjamin of "possessing some little tact at stringing
together sentences, and very great tact of impudence, conceit,
and brazen assumption. . .one of the most vain pragmatical
16
nincompoops in creation. . . . "  When not attacking
another editor, Whitman devoted much of his attention to
New York City itself. He wrote rambling feature articles
about New York street life. He described busy market scenes
and life in a typical boarding house. He became embroiled
in the Irish political crisis of 1842, when an Irish
Bishop, John Hughes, formed the large Irish population of
New York City into a powerful political force. At a
Democratic rally intended to confront this emerging political
force, the rally's organizers were attacked by an Irish
mob. Whitman, who at times displayed the typical city
prejudice against Irishmen, thought he saw Irish priests
17
looking on and encouraging the unruly mob. The next 
day he asked in the Aurora, "Has it come to be, that the 
American people cannot gather together for the purpose 
of an orderly expression of sentiments, without being
6broken in upon by a gang of foreign outcasts and bullies 
18
. . . ." When an anti-catholic mob attacked St.
Patrick's Cathedral and the Bishop's residence, smashing
windows with bricks, Whitman wrote in the Aurora on
April 12, "Had it been the reverend hypocrite's head,
instead of his windows, we could hardly find it in our soul
19
to be sorrowful." Sometime later he was angered by the
arrest and treatment of fifty prostitutes. He apparently
went too far in his condemnation of the police for this
act, because the next day he apologized in a short editorial 
20
note.
Whitman's tenure as editor of the Aurora only lasted 
until May, 1842. However, Whitman was not long unemployed.
By May 30, 1842 he was editing the Evening Tattler, a small 
New York daily. It is not clear how long Whitman served as 
editor of the Tattler, perhaps no more than five or six 
months. Evidently by the fall of 1842 he was without any 
regular employment, scratching out a living with hack 
journalism and sentimental short stories. It was during
s' ~
this time that Whitman wrote his didactic temperance novel,
Franklin Evans, which was published on Wednesday, November
23, 1842, by Whitman's old enemy, Park Benjamin.
There is very little information concerning Whitman's
activities during the winter of 1842-43. He subsisted,
most likely, on more journalistic hack work. He also
21
began writing another novel, The Madman. For companionship
7and recreation Whitman spent much of his time at Tammany
Hall. Much later he even claimed to have written Franklin
Evans in the reading room at Tammany Hall "fortifying
22
himself with gin cocktails in order to keep going."
Whitman's Tammany Hall connections may have led to his
appointment as editor of the Democratic Statesman in the
spring of 1843. Unfortunately, no copies of the
Statesman under Whitman's editorship have survived.
It was not until the following summer, 1844, when
Whitman accepted the editorship of the New York Democrat,
that his activities can be accurately traced. He
immediately used his new position to advocate the nomination
23
of Silas Wright for Governor of New York State. Whitman's
tenure was again short-lived, although no evidence or
explanation of his dismissal has survived.
Whitman moved back to Brooklyn in August, 1845. It
was about this time that his family moved back to Brooklyn
from Dix Hills. With his family Whitman moved into a
24
house at 71 Prince Street. In September Whitman began
s'
writing for the Brooklyn Star. For the next seven months
he contributed articles on education, music, manners, and 
25
temperance, full of advice for young apprentices. He 
fancied himself a connoisseur of the theatre and musical 
performances, which he frequently attended.
In March of 1846 Walt Whitman was given the 
editorship of the Brooklyn Daily Eagle, one of Brooklyn's
8most prominent daily papers. During the nearly two years
that Whitman was with the Eagle, he came into the most
intimate contact that can occur between a man and a city
or cities. Whitman was not unaware of this relationship.
He wrote in the Eagle on June 1, 18 46, "There is a curious
kind of sympathy (haven’t you ever thought of it before?)
that arises in the mind of a newspaper conductor with the
public he serves. . . .Daily communion creates a sort of
26
brotherhood and sisterhood between the two parties."
The intense relationship between Whitman and Brooklyn, 
and to some extent New York City, during the crucial 
decade preceding the publication of Leaves of Grass, by 
itself would demand a close study of the meanings and 
functions of the City within Whitman's poetry. It also 
reveals a practical, ordinary side of the man that did 
not survive the transformation to good gray poet.
As editor of the Eagle Whitman accepted copy from
private citizens: travel sketches, poems, essays, recipes.
In the Eagle on April 24, 1846 Whitman included a list of
suggestions to his "correspondents."
How To Write For Newspapers — 1. Have something 
to write about. 2. Write plain; dot your i's; 
cross your t's; point sentences; begin with 
capitals. 3. Write short; to the point; stop 
when you have done. 4. Write only on one side 
of the leaf. 5. Read it over, abridge and 
correct it, until you get it into the shortest 
space possible. 6. Pav the oostage.
As editor of the Eagle Whitman commented.on a wide
9range of subjects. After a number of people were killed
or injured getting on and off the ferries that ran between
Brooklyn and New York, Whitman offered the ferry company
some very practical advice for preventing these accidents.
He suggested in an editorial on August 31, 1847 that they
"get a few paintings —  (they can take the subject from
life, at their own wharves, if they wait a little) —  of
mutilated human trunks, with the gore trickling from the
same —  all caused by the rash haste to save a few seconds
. . .and . . .put these pictures up so that everybody on
board will be likely to see them. They will be useful
28
. . .if not ornamental."
On July 11, 1846, Whitman wrote an article protesting
the cutting of some trees on the corner of Fulton and
Concord Streets. The trees were downed to make room for
a new building. Whitman wrote indignantly, "Why didn't
they let the trees stand —  and .build their fine edifice a
29
few feet farther in."
In an editorial on November 28, 1846 Whitman protested
the politically motivated revocation of an omnibus operating
license. After the license was restored, Whitman wrote,
"Well we advise Messrs S. and F. never to let us catch
30
them cutting such a caper again!"
Whitman's articles were often a kind of walking tour 
of the city. On these rambles he wrote and commented on
10
a wide variety of things. He described the ferries, the
ships, the people, the trees, the buildings, and the
weather. He became a discriminating connoisseur of
fires and firemen. He commented on every important and
not-so-important social, political issue of the period. He
wrote editorials exposing the plight of working women,
or "sewing girls" as he called them. He discussed crime
and the effectiveness of capital punishment. In his
editorials he applauded temperance; he protested the
mistreatment of the insane, the blind, and even horses.
He expressed his distrust for doctors and druggists.
Throughout his tenure with the Eagle Whitman prodded the
mayor and the city council of Brooklyn. His most common
complaints were the poor state of Brooklyn street lamps
and the generally filthy conditions of the streets
themselves. "We shall keep our eye (and nose, too)
open," he warned in one editorial, "from this time forth —
and if the officers don't carry out ideas of this sort,
31
we shall lash them soundly every few days."
Whitman edited the Eagle until sometime in January,
32
1848. His departure was due, evidently, to political 
differences with his boss and the mainstream of the Democratic 
Party. Also, Whitman's own affected pose of indolence 
and leisure may have irritated his employer.
Almost immediately after leaving the Eagle, Whitman
11
was hired to edit a newspaper in New Orleans, the Crescent. 
He left New York sometime in February, 1848. There has been 
a great deal of romantic speculation concerning Whitman’s 
life in New Orleans. One thing is certain: the job
itself did not work out. Whitman stayed less than three 
months. By June 15, 1848 he was back in Brooklyn.
The record of Whitman's activities between 1848 and 
1855 is very sketchy. In August of 1848 he was elected 
as a delegate to the embryonic Free-Soil Party Convention.
On September 9, 1848 he assumed the editorship of the 
Weekly Freeman, a free-soil paper. About this same time 
he purchased a lot of Myrtle Street and erected a three- 
story house. In April Whitman and his family moved into 
the new house. Whitman reserved the first floor for a 
small printing office and bookstore.
Between 1850 and 1852 Whitman supported himself, 
partially, with his small printing business. He also
became involved in real estate speculation and house
33
building. He spent the summer and fall of 1852 working 
as a carpenter for hourly wages. During these years 
Whitman did not give up journalism entirely. On June 28, 
1851 the Brooklyn Daily Advertiser printed an article by
Whitman demanding an improved, purer water source for
34
Brooklyn.
In October, 1854 Whitman addressed the Brooklyn 
City Council to protest the adoption of Sunday Blue Laws.
12
The Evening Star presented his address on October 20.
Whitman pointed out that the laws forbade the running of
streetcars and railroads on Sunday. Whitman wisely
suggested that this would deprive working people, who owned
no private means of transportation, of healthful outings
in the country and at the sea shore. He also objected to
city officials who set themselves up as arbitrators of morals
35
and social conduct.
The visible decline in Whitman's active involvement 
with the life of the cities around him is directly related 
to the actual creation of Leaves of Grass. During this 
metamorphosis from an extroverted, social, political 
commentator to the introspective poet of Leaves of Grass, 
the City ceased to be an exterior focus of Whitman's attention. 
The City became, instead, an element of the poet and his 
poetry, as if Whitman somehow swallowed the whole scene 
in one big bite. The city was transformed from an object 
of reform to a metaphor of divine, human potential.
II
O what shall I hang on the chamber walls?
And what shall the pictures be that I hang 
on the walls,
To adorn the burial-house of him I love?
(11. 78-80, p. 332)
In the first stanza of Section Eleven of "When Lilacs
Last in the Dooryard Bloom'd" Walt Whitman's saddened
spokesman asks two questions; he then carefully answers
13
the more specific of them in the second stanza. The
reader must be equally careful. At the heart of the
pictures to be hung on the walls of the burial-house is a
rural April sunset on spring's prolific foliage. In the
background of the pastoral scene is a wind-dappled river 
beyond which hills range in many lines against the 
evening sky. There is also an important third feature.
The foreground of the burial-house pictures, the view 
"at hand," is "the city. . .with dwellings so dense, 
and stacks of chimneys,/And all the scenes of life and the 
workshops" (11. 88-89, pp. 332-333).
In the first stanza of Section Twelve the poet refers 
to "My own Manhattan with spires" (1. 90). His view then 
moves both seaward and out across the "varied and ample 
land" (1. 91). The second stanza comes back to the fore­
ground, however, to the poet's city dooryard, which is the 
vantage for surveying "The coming eve delicious, the welcome 
night and the stars,/Over my cities shining all, enveloping
man and land" (11. 97-98). Sitting in and looking out
of his urban dooryard he sees "the ships how they 
sail'd", and in Section Fourteen
. . .the summer approaching with richness, and
the fields all busy with labor,
And the infinite separate houses, how they all
went on, each with its meals and minutia of
daily usages,
And the streets how their throbbings throbb'd, 
and the cities pent— lo, then and there.
(11. 114-16, p. 333)
14
The City is the climactic feature of the burial-house
pictures, the portion of the funeral adornments most clearly
alive. Its prominence in the poet's threnody on Abraham
Lincoln can be partially explained by the fact that
Whitman, then working and living in Washington, was at home
in Brooklyn on the day of the assassination, alone with 
36
his mother. Thus the news of the President's death
reached him in the city, and there the great grief expressed
in "Lilacs" was formed. A more general explanation of the
importance of the City in Whitman's poetry is suggested
by F. 0. Mathiessen, who wrote that this non-New
Englander among the transcendentalists "thought of himself
37
both as poet of the city and as the poet of nature." Yet 
no literary historian or critic, including the author of 
American Renaissance, has commented systematically on 
the cohesive importance of the city in either the elegy 
for Lincoln or Leaves of Grass.
Whitman's obituary, which the New York Times published
on Sunday, March 27, 189 2, stressed, understandably, the
poet's urban associations.
Whitman was a New York poet in more ways than 
one. His ancestry was half Dutch, half English; 
his birthplace Long Island; his home for many 
years alternately Brooklyn or New York, and his 
heart at all times was centered on our great, 
vibrating hive of a city. But New York never 
cared for Walt Whitman or bought his books or 
read them.^8
Many scholars and critics have discussed the impact
15
of the City upon Whitman's poetry without being systematic
or conclusive. One of these is Barrett Wendell, whose
Literary History of America appeared in 1900, within the
decade of Whitman's death. Noting that Whitman chanced to
be born in "unmingled American surroundings" and was
brought up in the confining experiences of "the lower
classes in those regions which were developing into
modern New York," Wendell declares:
Whoever remembers the growth of this region 
will remember what sometimes .seemed to be the 
ugliest thing to the eye, the most overwhelmingly 
oppressive to any instinct of taste, the most 
sordidly hopeless atmosphere possible to human 
experience. Now, Whitman, we remember, came 
to his maturity within scent of the East 
River; and certainly the East River, separating 
New York from Brooklyn, was at that time the 
spot of spots where life seemed most material, 
most grindingly distant from ideal beauty.
Yet the contemplation of this very East River 
evoked from Whitman the poem whigh sometimes 
seems his most nearly beautiful.
At this point Wendell quotes the last stanza of "Crossing
Brooklyn Ferry" and raises his own tone to admiration:
The glories and beauties of the universe are 
really perceptible everywhere; and into what 
seemed utterly sordid Whitman breathed ennobling 
imaginative fervour. Cultured and academic 
folk are disposed to shrink from what they 
call base, to ignore it, to sneer at it; 
looking closer Whitman tells us that even amid 
base things you cannot wander so far as to 
lose sight of the heavens, with all their 
glorious fountains of emotions.
While Wendell is unable to figure out just what the
emotion in question is, another New Englander who has
something to say about "Crossing Brooklyn Ferry" is
16
preoccupied with the fountains of industry.
Leo Marx knows that Whitman told the Brooklyn Art
Union in April, 18 51, that the steam engine was an apt
41
symbol for people like themselves. Marx also observes
that the poet's "strutting gab and brag" have the tone
of the industrializing city, the rising tempo of life, and
calls this evocative quality in the poetry an approximation
of the era's idea of progress, the dominant note of public
rhetoric. Whitman, he says, came closest of all the Americans
who wrote then of the industrialized version of the
pastoral dream to "transmuting the rhetoric of the
42
technological sublime into poetry." In "Song of Myself"
Marx finds that the hero, who begins with the "contemplation
of a simplified, stripped-down natural landscape," has
no difficulty assimilating "the forces represented by 
43
the machine." Yet the following account is the only
proof offered:
In "Crossing Brooklyn Ferry" there is a moment 
of hesitation, just a touch of doubt, as he 
notes the black and red lights cast by foundry 
chimneys over the houses and streets. Later 
in the poem the industrial blackness is linked 
to an inward state, the "dark patches" of evil 
he discovers within himself. But the conflict 
is easily resolved, and in the final stanza 
the speaker confidently returns to the theme in 
the imperative voice:
Burn high your fires, foundry chimneys! 
cast black shadows at nightfall! 
cast red and yellow over the tops 
of the houses!
Here, as elsewhere, the American scene induces
17
an exuberance in Whitman's hero that rises 
above all possible doubts.
Although Marx does not relate his analysis to other poems
about the City or even use the word itself, he does
supercede Barrett Wendell in naming the emotion of the
hero "exuberance."
In A. N. Kaul's The American Vision, the inclusion
of not even a single Whitman poem in the discussion is
explained by the subtitle: "Actual and Ideal Society in
Nineteenth-Century Fiction." Yet Kaul does rely upon
Whitman. He includes the following quotation from a
proposed introduction the poet wrote for an American edition
of Leaves of Grass:
The final meaning of Democracy through many 
transmigrations is to press on through all 
ridicule, arguments, and ostensible failures 
to put in practice the idea of sovereignity, 
license, sacredness of individual. The idea 
isolates, for reasons, each separate man and 
woman in the world; —  while the idea of Love 
fuses and combines the whole. Out of the 
fusing of the twains, opposites as they are,
I seek to make a homogenous Song.
It is this unifying vision that Henry Nash Smith in Virgin
Land has in mind when he relates Whitman's country factors
to manifest destiny and the American west, but the book
46
has no sense of Whitman and the City.
With respect to Whitman's sense of evil, Richard
Poirier, to whom the poet is a "gregarious flirt and 
47
voyeur," observes that the style of Leaves of Grass
18
is one in which "the 'I1 escapes the limited relations
permitted by the environments fostered by society and
expands to include anything, which in Whitman's case means 
48
everything." With greater emphasis upon psychoanalysis
than city environments, both Edwin H. Miller and Stephen
A. Black have explored Whitman's sexuality in detail,
49
though not always in agreement. In Literary Transcendentalism
Lawrence Buell admires Whitman's great scope, noting in
particular a genuine gift for empathy in the hero of the
poetry, achieving in this huge "myself" a far more dominant
figure than the New England transcendentalist would have
50
comfortably dared. However, Buell's analysis of 
Whitman's original presentation of unity-in-diversity 
nowhere takes up the crucial City, its roles or its 
meanings. In omitting mention of the city foreground or 
dooryard in Whitman's poetry, Buell is typical rather than 
exceptional.
City of Nature, Bernard Rosenthal's recent study of 
two rival concepts of nature in nineteenth-century America, 
refers to Whitman throughout, but in ways that obscure the 
truth about the poet's City. Neither the journey into the 
wilderness from which would emerge a natural civilization 
and natural cities, not the pilgrimage toward a new 
religious myth in nature and the city of the self, as 
presented by Rosenthal, pay careful attention to Leaves of
19
Grass. This shortcoming is espeically regrettable
because Rosenthal discusses both journeys into nature in
detail, presenting wilderness as natural disorder and the
city of nature as the image of unity and order. There is
one exception:
As for the literal city, where one attended 
concerts, conducted business, or simply mingled 
with the crowds, the responses to it were as 
varied as the individuals and their moods of 
the moment. In a poem one might state a 
preference for the city over nature, as Whitman 
did in "Give me the Splendid Silent Sun" . . . .  
But the deep and imaginative questions that the 
world asked of our greatest writers led them 
elsewhere.
Rosenthal, too, has overlooked the city dooryard in Walt 
Whitman's poetry.
Among the small body of Whitmanian criticism which 
does not overlook the city dooryard is David Weimer's The
City as Metaphor. Yet, in his long chapter on Whitman,
Weimer suggests that there is no systematic importance
to the city in Whitman's poetry, despite its abundance
and complexity: "Of his major pieces only 'Out of the
Cradle' and 'Passage to India' fail to introduce the
52
subject in some way." F. 0. Matthiessen once drew
between Whitman and Baudelaire. Matthiessen noted how
different Whitman's "eager abandonment to sprawling
New York in its iron age was. . .from Baudelaire's haunted
sense of oppression of the metropolis upon the lonely 
53
individual." Weimer suggests that Matthiessen*s
20
"contrast is warranted, but it presupposes a simpler
city and a simpler involvement with the city than
54
Whitman's poetry in fact discloses."
Weimer finds Whitman's use of the City in Leaves of 
Grass 1855 mostly without form, "as though Whitman were
55
carefully rotating a kaleidoscope, looking for patterns."
Patterns do begin to appear, he says, in Leaves of Grass
1856, in poems such as "Salut au Monde." "Here cities are
gliding wonders, exotic names, remote places, the mysterious,
Romance. They are also particles, phenomena, implying a
transcendental metaphysics: 'such joined unended links,
each hooked to the next!/ Each answering all —  each
56
sharing the earth with all.'" Weimer is close, it seems,
to an understanding of the poet's City as a metaphor large
enough, "answering all," to contain Whitman's large poetics.
Yet Weimer moves on. He suggests that Whitman's City is
more properly understood as "the island city," which he
says "is the perfect symbol for a poet celebrating not
nature alone, nor the human individual in isolation, but
57
these together in some ongoing relationship to society."
In Weimer's funal judgment, Whitman's city does not
58
"effect any real penetration." Weimer gives up the
chase. The city, he says, furnishes "little insight into 
59
anything."
Having introduced the city to American poetry, 
Whitman displayed considerable uncertainty as
21
to what to do with it.
Beyond the introduction, then, all that he 
accomplished was to imbue the city with the 
interest thg£ springs from colorful and passionate 
life. . . .
Like David Weimer, Robin P. Hoople, in her essay "Walt
Whitman and the City of Friends," begins by contrasting
Whitman's attitude toward the city with that of a relative
contemporary. Hoople notes Thomas Jefferson's disdain for
urban crowds: "The mobs of great cities add just so much
to the support of pure government, as sores do to the strength
of the human body. . .they are a canker which soon eats to
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the theart of a nation's laws and constitution."
Whitman did not share Jefferson's one-dimensional, agrarian
soul. For Whitman, Hoople says, "Urban life was an
American datum; Whitman as synthesizer and apologist for
the inevitable, as lover of Brooklyn and Manhattan, strove
from the earliest editions of Leaves of Grass to accomodate
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it in the divine organism." Robin Hoople wisely suggests
that Whitman's city "is valuable because it promotes
consciousness of pattern, meanings on a larger scale,
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'visions /which7 sweep through eternity.'" Introduced 
as a partial explanation of Whitman's break with traditional 
romantic attitudes, Hoople does not pursue this idea to 
its conclusion. Yet, it is an important notion, and in 
its largest context, one which this paper will explore 
at length.
In the early 1850's Whitman composed a long preliminary
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poem entitled, "Pictures." It is a stylistic and 
conceptual prelude to Leaves of Grass:
In a little house pictures I keep, many pictures
hanging suspended —  It is not a fixed house,
It is round —  it is but a few inches from one 
side of it to the other side,
But Behold! it has room enough -- in it, hundreds
and thousands, --all the varieties;
— Here! do you know this? This is Cicerone himself;
And here, see you, my own States —  and here the 
world itself, 
bowling,
through the air;
rolling
And there, on the walls hanging, portraits of women 
and men, carefully kept. . . .
(p. 642, 11. 1-6)
Clearly Whitman is searching for a poetic vehicle sufficient
to his sense of diversity, to the naming of "everything as
it comes" (p. 642, 1. 7). "Pictures" is a one-hundred-
twenty-seven line list of images loosely contained in a
metaphor for Whitman's own mind, a precursor to the
multiple, unified 'self of Leaves of Grass. However, it
is only a list and does not form a cohesive whole. Perhaps
Whitman had not yet arrived at the point where he could
envision and -convey the unity in dissolution.
Whitman's greatest theme is the oneness of all things. 
Leaves of Grass is a great catalogue of catalogues. It 
constantly reiterates that its many are one. In The
Lives of a Cell, one hundred years later, Lewis Thomas
substantiates Whitman's intuition. He says:
We carry stores of DNA in our nuclei that may 
have come in, at one time or another, from 
the fusion of ancestral cells and the linking
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ancestral organisms in symbiosis. Our genomes 
are catalogues of instructions from all kinds 
of sources in nature, filed for all kinds of 
contingencies. As for me, I am grateful for 
differentiation and speciation, but I cannot 
feel as separate an entity as I did a few years 
ago, before I was told these things, nor, I should 
think, can anyone else.
Item. The uniformity of the earth’s life,
more astonishing than its diversity, is accountable
by the high probability that we derived, originally, 
from some single cell, fertilized in a bolt of 
lightening as the earth cooled. It is from the 
progeny of this parent cell that we take our 
looks; we still share genes around, and the 
resemblance of the enzymes of grasses to those 
of whales is a family resemblance.
Whitman recognized this symbiosis of all existence without
the benefit of DNA research. His was a less scientific,
but no less valid process. According to Steve Carter in
his essay "The Metaphor of Assimilation and 'Rise 0 Days
From Your Fathomless Deeps, 111 "Everything that has to do with
the assimilating process is significant and meaningful to 
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Whitman." Perhaps the failure of Whitman’s own family,
as revealed in his biography and in his melodramatic short
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stories, left him needy. In his perceptive 192 9 study,
Walt Whitman: La Naissance du. Poet, Jean Catel suggests
that the failure of Whitman's family as a cohesive unit
and their failure to understand Whitman led him to feel
"pushed out of doors," so that ". . .Whitman, having only
the loosest home times, roamed the streets of Brooklyn
and they received him with affection; they were like a 
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home to him." Stephen L. Tanner, in his essay "Whitman
as Urban Transcendentalist," suggests that "One way to
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account for Whitman's mythic view of the city is
psychological. He was lonely, incomparably lonely, and
his desire to be needed comes piercingly through every
aspect of his life and work. From one point of view there
is something poignant and pathetic in the image of him riding
back and forth on the omnibus wishing to be embraced and
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absorbed by the crowds but remaining an observer."
Richard Chase believes that Whitman's genius "may be
understood as the consequence of his having failed because
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of neurotic disturbances to make terms with the world."
Perhaps Whitman's desire for assimilation was a product
of his own complex and disparate sexuality. Purely
clinical explanations of Whitman's genius, however, are
inadequate; the man and his art transcend any such
designation. Perhaps Whitman's early exposure to the
Quaker preachings of Elias Hicks and Hicks' theology of
Friends was the intellectual genesis for Whitman's theory
of oneness, or perhaps it began with Emerson's essays,
or a single Emerson poem such as "Each and all," where
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Emerson yields himself "to the perfect whole."
Of his Leaves Walt Whitman once said, "the book
arose out of my life in Brooklyn and New York. . .absorbing
a million people. . .with an intimacy, an eagerness, an
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abandon, probably never equalled." The City's 
"million-footed," yet singular identity corresponded 
precisely to Whitman's own sense of mankind's relationship
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to a greater, singular spiritual identity. The City was
a dooryard opening upon and into Whitman's larger meanings.
It prefigured Whitman's unified Kosmos. It was a metaphor
diverse enough to contain Whitman's "multitudes." It
complemented the multiple, unified self of Leaves of
Grass. The City was a protean image capable of assuming
either gender of Whitman's vast program. J. Thomas Chaffin,
in his essay "Give Me Faces and Streets: Walt Whitman
and the City," suggests that Whitman
presents a stylistic idealization of the city —  
a portrait of the city which emphasizes its most 
sensually procreative aspects —  its forms, smells, 
conversations, and colors. He renders the city 
an engaging subject of artistic speculation —  
he makes it worth looking at -- but not for 
decorative purposes. The good gray poet was 
no aesthete -—  no Oscar Wilde. The aesthetics 
of the city are, then, not self-contained. They 
represent a vibrant portrait of a less than 
perfect habitat, a habitat that is, however, 
only significant insofar as it points to a larger, 
more transcendent reality .
'The universe is the externization of the 
soul,' wrote Emerson, and Whitman's affirmation 
of the sensible qualities of the city are, then, 
necessary, if he is to render visible this 
larger scheme of transcendence. In Emersonian 
language, the sensible aspects of the city 72 
constitute the 'symbols' of an ideal reality.
The evolution of Whitman's urban poetics is made clear 
by the difference between his early poem "Pictures" and 
Section Eleven of "When Lilacs Last in the Dooryard 
Bloom'd." This difference is accented by the basic 
similarities between the two poems. The earlier "picture 
house" has become Lincoln's burial tomb, and as such, has
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taken on the very large, metaphorical implications of 
Lincoln's life and death. As we have seen, the foremost 
feature of the burial-house pictures, the view "at hand," 
is "the city" with "all the scenes of life." Unlike 
"Pictures," the tapestry of images in "Lilacs" forms a nearly 
organic whole. This assimilation is achieved with a number 
of recurring images: the lilacs of perennial spring, the
fallen western star, and the song of the hermit thrush.
The music of the poem itself provides rhythmic continuity. 
Also, the winding procession of the funeral train running 
through the poem's many parts increases its coherence and 
unity. In "Lilacs," the City as vehicle of this unity 
plays a less comprehensive role. Yet, its role here does 
point to the City's larger significance in the whole of 
Leaves of Grass. The tapestry of life that is Section 
Eleven of "Lilacs" leads directly into Section Twelve, 
where Manhattan is the main feature, "body and soul" (p.
333, 1. 88). The City is the most suitable place for 
Whitman to ).lang his art. The City visibly houses the great 
flux of life.
Whitman was aware of the city's full personality, both
good and evil. As a journalistic venture in 1861, he
published a twenty-three-part series on life in and
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around New York and Brooklyn. Its length emphasizes 
Whitman's awareness of his city's abundance. This diversity
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corresponded nicely to the many levels of Whitman's art.
It played an important role in Whitman's poetic distillation. 
Yet, overlaying these implicitly metaphysical functions was 
the city's preponderance within Whitman's verse simply 
because it was the stuff of his life; it was, except for perhaps 
himself, the thing he knew best.
The streets, buildings, people, noises, machines, 
smells, colors, almost anything that might be had during 
a thorough tour of New York or Brooklyn can be found in 
Leaves of Grass. In Section Eight of "Song of Myself"
Whitman unveils his city in a catalogue of brief, sharp 
pictures:
The suicide sprawls on the bloody floor of the 
bedroom,
I witness the corpse with its dabbled hair, I 
note where the pistol has fallen.
The blab of the pave, tires of carts, sluff of 
boot-soles, talk of the promenaders,
The heavy omnibus, the driver with his
interrogating thumb, the clank of the shod 
horses on the granite floor,
The snow-sleighs, clinking, shouted jokes, 
pelts of snow-balls,
The hurrahs for popular favorites, the fury of 
rous'd mobs,
The flap of the curtain'd litter, a sick man 
inside borne to the hospital,
The meeting of enemies, the sudden oath, the 
blows and fall,
The excited crowd, the policeman with his star 
quickly working his passage to the centre 
of the crowd,
The impassive stones that receive and return so 
many echoes,
What groans of over-fed of half-starv'd who fall 
sun-struck or in fits,
What exclamations of women taken suddenly who
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hurry home and give birth to babes,
What living and buried speech is always vibrating 
here, what howls restrain'd by decorum,
Arrests of criminals, slights, adulterous offers 
made, acceptance, rejections with convex 
lips,
I mind them or the show or resonance of them —
I come and I depart.
(p. 36, 11. 151-166)
In "Mannahatta," one of several poems addressed directly
to his City, Whitman gives another long catalogue of its
many parts and identities:
Numberless crowded streets, high growths of
iron, slender, strong, light, splendidly 
uprising toward clear skies,
Tides swift and ample, well-loved by me, toward 
sundown,
The flowing sea-currents, the little islands,
larger adjoining islands, the heights, the 
villas,
The countless masts, the white shore-steamers 
well-model'd ,
The down-town streets, the jobbers' houses of 
business, the houses of business of the 
ship-merchants and money-brokers, the 
river-streets,
Immigrants arriving, fifteen or twenty thousand 
in a week,
The carts hauling goods, the manly race of
drivers of horses, the brown-faced sailors,
The summer air, the bright sun shining, and the 
sailing clouds aloft,
The winter snows, the sleigh-bells, the broken 
ice in the river, passing along up or down 
with the flood-tide or ebb-tide,
The mechanics of the city, the masters, well- 
form'd, beautiful-faced, looking you 
straight in the eyes,
Troitters throng'd, vehicles, Broadway, the 
women, the shops and shows,
A million people -- manners free and superb —  
open voices —  hospitality —  the most 
courageous and friendly young men,
City of hurried and sparkling waters! city of 
spires and masts!
City nested in bays! my city!
(p. 475, 11. 7-20)
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Yet Whitman's City was much more important to Leaves
of Grass than any catalogue of sights and sounds. His
greater task was illustrating the unity to be found in
the city's seemingly disparate parts. The "greatest
poet," he said in the Preface to the 1855 Edition of Leaves
of Grass, "brings the spirit of any or all events and
passions and scenes and persons some more some less to bear
on your individual character as you hear or read. . . .Past
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and present and future are not disjoined but joined."
Whitman labored to establish an encompassing unity; he
hoped that his Leaves would be the catalyst for the fusion
of all things. He sought in his poetry to create the
image which might ignite and inspire that "tremendous
Idea." The "genuine union," he said in Democratic Vistas,
"when we come to a mortal crisis, is, and is to be, after
all, neither the written law, nor (as is generally
supposed) either self-interest, or common pecuniary or
material objects —  but the fervid and tremendous Idea,
melting everything else with resistless heat, and solving
all lesser and definite distinctions in vast, indefinite,
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spiritual, emotional power." In this poetry Whitman's 
City functions as one metaphor of his visionary "genuine 
union."
In his poem "Kosmos," which first appeared in the 1860 
edition of Leaves of Grass, Whitman provides an explicit
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bond between the City and his own notion of the
amalgamation of mankind within a single, harmonious
spiritual reality. He begins by asking a long series of
rhetorical questions, which, lumped together, ask primarily
"what or who contains all?"
Who includes diversity and is Nature,
Who is the amplitude of the earth, and the
coarseness and sexuality of the earth, and 
the great charity of the earth, and the 
equilibrium also,
Who had not look'd forth from the window the 
eyes for nothing, or whose brain held 
audience with messengers for nothing,
Who contains believers and disbelievers, who is 
the most majestic lover,
Who holds duly his or her triune proportion of 
realism, spiritualism, and the aesthetic 
or intellectual,
Who having consider'd the body finds all its 
organs and parts good,
Who out of the theory of the earth and of his
or her body, understands by subtle analogies 
all other theories. . . .
(p. 392, 11. 1-7)
Having sufficiently outlined the question, Whitman gives
three concrete examples or models for the larger spiritual
structure of existence, the first of which is "The theory
of a city" (^p. 393, 1. 8). With this facsimile of
existence in hand, he then redefines the subjective,
spiritual unity or state of transcendence which it
represents:
Who believes not only in our globe with its
sun and moon, but in other globes with their 
suns and moons,
Who constructing the house of himself or herself, 
not for a day but for all time, sees races, 
eras, dates, generations,
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The past, the future, dwelling there, 
like space, inseparable together.
(p. 393, 11. 9-11)
Note Whitman's modified inclusion of his earlier
"Picture house" within the larger confines of the "theory
of a city," which, as the greater house of many thousands,
contains thousands of picture houses.
In "Our Old Feuillage" Whitman provides a biological
treatment of his concept of assimilation. Here Mannahatta
is the governing, final image of another, decidedly
organic, explanation of the individual's relationship to
the greater spiritual order:
In the Mannahatta, streets, piers, shipping, 
storehouses, and the countless workmen 
working in the shops,
And I too of the Mannahatta, singing thereof —  
and no less in myself than the whole of 
the Mannahatta in itself,
Singing the songs of These, my ever-united lands 
—  my body no more inevitably united, 
part to part, and made out of a thousand 
diverse contributions one identity, any more 
than my lands are inevitably united 
and made ONE IDENTITY.
(p. 175, 11. 75-77)
Unlike his romantic contemporaries, Whitman did not 
preach the gospel of nature. His poetry was to be a 
consecration of all things within a single, harmonious 
landscape. The City, diverse but unified, was an initial, 
tangible step toward that ideal. It was a process that 
Emerson partially envisioned in his essay "The Poet": 
"Readers of Poetry see the factory-village and the railway,
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and fancy that the poetry of the landscape is broken by
these; for these works of art are not yet consecrated
within their reading; but the poet sees them fall within
the great order not less than the beehive or the spider's
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geometrical web." Whitman not only consecrated the 
metropolitan "factory-village" within his poetry, he made 
it emblematic of the entire poetic, religious process of 
assimilation.
Nowhere in Whitman's poetry is this consecration more 
evident than in "Give Me the Splendid Silent Sun." It 
begins as a rather delicate pastoral of natural sublimity: 
"Give me solitude, give me Nature, give me again O Nature 
your primal sanities!" (p. 312, 1. 11) Yet, amid the 
"ceaseless excitement" (1. 12) of wartime New York,
Whitman is unable to find any real sustenance in primal 
Nature. He turns, instead, to the City. The poem makes 
it clear that this sharp reversal is a result of being 
"rack'd by the war-strife" (1. 12). Whitman's journey 
to the front in December, 1862, to search for his brother 
Goerge, surely eliminated any pastoral response which he 
might have formulated. The beautiful hills of northern 
Virginia were covered with the bloody evidence of that 
impossibility. One of his first sights upon arriving 
at Falmouth, Virginia was "a huge pile of amputated 
arms and legs lying under a tree in front of an army
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hospital." Whitman remained at Falmouth for eight or 
nine days, long enough to be deeply affected.
In "Virginia— The West" the state is portrayed "with
hand uplifted, menacing, brandishing" an "insane knife
toward the Mother of All" (p. 292, 11. 2-5). The war
itself was the single greatest threat to tangible American
unity in Whitman's lifetime. The theoretical indivisibility
of the United States was primary to Whitman's concept of
the evolving integration of mankind. In the face of
national dissolution, Whitman turned increasingly to the
City. He enumerated with new vigor "the idea of all, of
the western world one and inseparable" (p. 284, 1. 19).
In "Drum Taps," Whitman's poetic response to war, the City
is more discernible than in any other single section
of Leaves of Grass. It is an important image in nearly
every significant Civil War poem. Unable to deny the
tangible division that was the Civil War, Whitman relied
on the City as the catalyst and metaphor for the
transcendant, spiritual, unified identity which he hoped
his poetry might inspire:
Keep your splendid silent sun,
Keep your woods O Nature, and the quiet 
places by the woods,
Keep your fields of clover and timothy, and 
your cornfields and orchards,
Keep the blossoming buckwheat fields where the 
Ninth-month bees hum;
Give me interminable eyes —  give me women —  give 
me comrades and lovers by the thousands!
Let me see new ones every day —  let me hold new 
ones by the hand every day!
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Give me such shows —  give me streets of 
Manhattan!
Give me Broadway, with the soldiers marching —  
give me the sound of the trumpets and 
drums i
(The soldiers in companies or regiments —
some starting away, flush'd and reckless,
Some, their time up, returning with thinn'd
ranks, young, yet very old, worn, marching, 
noticing nothing;)
Give me the shores and wharves heavy-fringed 
with black ships!
O such for me! O an intense life, full to 
repletion and varied!
The life of the theatre, bar-room, huge hotel, 
for me! the torchlight procession!
The dense brigade bound for the war, with high 
piled military wagons following;
People, endless, streaming, with strong voices, 
passions, pageants,
Manhattan streets with their powerful throbs, 
with beating drums as now,
The endless and noisy chorus, the rustle and 
clank of muskets, (even the sight of the 
wounded,)
Manhattan crowds, with their turbulent musical 
chorus!
Manhattan faces and eyes forever for me.
(p. 313, 11. 20-40)
With the nation divided by civil war Whitman's faith 
relied heavily on his standard of diverse unity and 
wholeness: the City. This is clearly illustrated in the
"Drum Taps" section of Leaves of Grass. The coalescent 
or homogenous character of the City was large enough to, 
at least, address civil war, to suggest the philosophical 
or religious essence of Whitman's large poetics, and finally, 
to contain the sexually dichotomous and even contradictory 
elements of Whitman and his Leaves.
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I I I
Perhaps the most important element of Whitman's
poetric program for the assimilation of all things was
sex. The spiritual democracy of Whitman's Kosmos demanded
a physical counterpart, demanded the touch and contact of
human and human, for the body itself was the truest
temple of Whitman's religion.
Roger Asselineau has noted how Whitman's "sensuality,
instead of remaining exclusively carnal, opens out and is
sublimated. The spirit, in order to be manifest, cannot
do without matter, and of course, all mysticism depends on
and is accompanied by emotions of the flesh. But what is
original with Whitman, at least in 1855-56, is that. . .
he always has the sharp consciousness of the purely sensual
source of his mystical intuitions. Instead of proceeding
at once to a spiritualization, like the English romantics
or the American transcendentalists, he never forgets that
his body is the theatre and the point of origin for his
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mystical states. . . . "
Once, to Horace Traubel, Whitman said: "There is
a close connection —  a very close connection -- between
the state we call religious ecstasy and the desire to 
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copulate."
It is I, you women, I make my way,
I am stern, acrid, large, undissuable, but 
I love you,
I do not hurt you any more than is necessary for 
you.
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I pour the stuff to start sons and daughters 
fit for these States, I press with slow 
rude muscle,
I brace myself effectually, I listen to no 
entreaties,
I dare not withdraw till I deposit what has so 
long accumulated within me.
(pp. 102-103, 11. 25-30)
The City was Whitman's larger temple of sexual or 
physical assimilation. It was naturally dense with bodies, 
as opposed to the more rural areas where any human contact 
might require a good day's walk. The City's "multitudes" 
provided opportunity for human contact; that same amplitude 
also provided an image large enough to contain and confirm 
the enormous sexuality, real and metaphorical, of Leaves 
of Grass. In the final form of "Once I Pass'd Through a 
Populous City" the City is the setting for a very realistic, 
heterosexual love affair. The poem begins with the City 
once more in its role as picture house:
Once I pass’d through a populous city imprinting
my brain for use with its shows,
architecture, customs, traditions. . . .
(p. 109, 1. 1)
The poet is like a spectator in a gallery or museum. Yet, 
that voyeuristic function is supplanted by the actual 
assimilation of the poet within the scene itself by means 
of the human, sexual contact found in the "populous 
city":
Yet now of all that city I remember only a
woman I casually met there who detain'd 
me for love of me,
Day by day and night by night we were together —  
all else has long been forgotten by me,
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I remember I say only that woman who 
passionately clung to me,
Again we wander, we love, we separate again,
Again she holds me by the hand, I must not go,
I see her close beside me with silent lips sad 
and tremulous.
(pp. 109-110, 11. 2-7)
In "City of Orgies" the City transcends being merely
the setting or vehicle of sexual contact; it transcends
its own tangible vastness, its sights and sounds ("Not
those" at all); it becomes a personification of the poet's
actual lover. The City assumes the identity of a single,
infinite sexual partner;
City of orgies, walks and joys,
City whom that I have lived and sung in your 
midst will one day make you illustrious,
Not the pageants of you, not your shifting 
tableaus, your spectacles, repay me,
Not the interminable rows of your houses, nor 
the ships at the wharves,
Nor the processions in the streets, nor the 
bright windows with goods in them,
Nor to converse with learn'd persons, or bear
my share in the soiree or feast;
Not those, but as I pass O Manhattan, your frequent 
and swift flash of eyes offering me love, 
Offering response to my own -- these repay me, 
Lovers, continual lovers, only repay me.
(pp. 125-26, 11. 1-8)
Primary to the sexuality of Leaves of Grass are
motherhood and the manly love of comrades, or adhesiveness,
both of which are related to Whitman's program for
assimilation. Perhaps the single greates human, physical
principle within the poetry is motherhood. It is announced
and praised throughout:
. . .for me mothers and the mothers of mothers
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. .the begetters of children.
(p. 35, 11. 141, 43)
I say there is nothing greater than the mother 
of men.
(p. 48, 1. 427)
Motherhood is the natural system by which life 
is reintroduced to life;
The mother's womb is where body and soul are 
united.
. . .the child is born of woman, man is born
of woman,
This the bath of birth, this the merge of small 
and large, and the outlet again.
Be not ashamed women, your privilege encloses 
the rest, and is the exit of the rest,
You are the gates of the body, and you are 
the gates of the soul.
The female contains all qualities and tempers 
them,
She is in her place and moves with perfect 
balance,
She is all things duly veil'd, she is both 
passive and active,
She is to conceive daughters as well as sons, 
and sons as well as daughters.
As I see my soul reflect in Nature,
As I see through a mist, One with inexpressible
completeness, sanity, beauty,
See the bent head and arms folded over the 
breast, the Female I see.
(p. 97, 11. 64-74).
Within the philosophical framework of Leaves of 
Grass a near co-equal of motherhood is love between 
men, or adhesiveness. In "In Paths Untrodden" Whitman 
reveals his resolve
- . .to sing no songs today but those of manly
attachment.
I proceed for all who are or have been young 
men,
To tell the secret of my nights and days,
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To celebrate the need of comrades.
(p. 113, 11. 12, 15-17)
To the "he" (1. 5) of "Whoever You are Holding Me Now
in Hand," he says:
Here. . .put your lips upon mine I permit you,
With the comrade's long-dwelling kiss or the 
new husband's kiss,
For I am the new husband and I am the comrade.
(p. 116, 11. 19-21)
Both motherhood and adhesiveness were vital elements
of Leaves of Grass. (Note the integrating connotations of
Whitman's term for manly love. Adhesiveness was perhaps
more involved with Whitman's own introspective needs than
was motherhood, which, as the principle that reintroduces
life into the world, naturally completes Whitman's circular,
symbiotic Kosmos.) The City was an important coalescent
of these themes. Symbolically it was capable of containing
both. It was, at the same time, the fluid-like metaphorical
principle of motherhood and the phallic locale of homosexual
or adhesive cameraderie. The City, according to Robin
Hoople, was-the most natural setting for Whitman's
adhesive garden:
Life, death, metamorphosis: the cycle of
breeding produces endless waves, the last of 
which is unforeseeable. Male and female, sex 
for birth, children, humus out of corpses —  
all constitute a single cycle, a universe which 
is ongoing —  fecund, rampant, healthy, 
intransigent —  and nonetheless incomplete.
This is the predominant shape of the garden 
of natural process, against which, parallel but 
subtly opposed, is that very urban world in which 
comradeship develops. "Calamus" grows, then,
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out of two propositions, separable for purposes 
of study, but yoked in the development of 
"Calamus": that adhesiveness is supreme and
that the city best promotes its fruition. ®
In "For You O Democracy" the poet sings:
I will make inseparable cities with their arms 
about each other's neck,
By the love of comrades,
By the manly love of comrades.
(p. 117, 11. 1-6)
In "I Dream'd In A Dream" Whitman reexpresses the
city's homosexual or adhesive importance:
I dream'd in a dream I saw a city invincible 
to the attacks of the whole of the rest 
of the earth,
I. dream'd that was the new city of Friends, 
Nothing was greater there than the quality of 
robust love, it led the rest/
It was seen every hour in the actions of the men 
of that city,
And in all their looks and words.
(p. 133)
Whitman's adhesive utterings are the organic product 
of a feminine principle. In Leaves of Grass the character 
of the City, despite its homosexual identity, is feminine 
and maternal. Homosexuality is, ironically, given 
biological credence as a product or offspring of the 
maternal city. Throughout the poetry, if given gender, 
the City is always "she," or "her," or "lady." The 
female personification can be seen very clearly in the 
"Drum Taps" poem "First 0 Song For a Prelude":
First O songs for a prelude,
Lightly strike on the stretch'd tympanum pride 
and joy in my city,
How she led the rest to arms, how she gave the 
cue,
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How at once with lithe limbs unwaiting a moment 
she sprang, (O superb 0 Manhattan, my own, 
my peerless!
0 strongest you in the hour of danger, in 
crisis! 0 truer than steel!)
How you sprang —  how you threw off the customs 
of peace with indifferent hand,
How your soft opera-music changed, and the
drum and fife were heard in their stead,
How you led to the war, (that shall serve for 
our prelude, songs of soldiers,)
How Manhattan drum-taps led.
Forty years had I in my city seen soldiers 
parading,
Forty years as a pageant, till unawares the lady 
of this teeming and turbulent city,
Sleepless amid her ships, her houses, her 
incalculable wealth,
With her million children around her. . . .
(pp. 279080, 11. 1-14)
Yet this feminine character goes much deeper than 
her pronouns. Within the poetry the feminine City is one 
personification of motherhood. Its maternal characteristics 
are apparent in the above quotation from "First O Song 
For A Prelude," where Manhattan becomes the actual mother 
of the northern army: "With her million children around
her." This maternal quality is also apparent in the 
final stanza of the poem:
And you lady of ships, you Mannahatta,
Old matron of this proud, friendly, turbulent 
city,
Often in peace and wealth you were pensive 
or covertly frown'd amid all your 
children,
But now you smile with joy exulting old Mdnnahatta.
(p. 282, 11. 54-57)
The maternal identity of the City in Leaves of Grass 
can also be established in terms of its ocean-like
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properties. There is a general consensus that the ocean,
the sea, is the acting, symbolic "fierce old mother" (p.
255, 1. 52) of Leaves of Grass. Robert Larue, in his
essay "Whitman's Sea: Large enough for Moby Dick," labels
Whitman "a mother worshipper" who "frequently symbolizes
the mother principle as the sea, which signifies death 
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and rebirth." Death and birth are, of course, the
consummate assimilators of all life forms into each other.
Leo Spitzer, in his essay "'Explication de Texte' Applied
to Walt Whitman's 'Out of the Cradle Endlessly Rocking,'"
concurs: Whitman's "ocean is an old savage mother,
not Neptune with trident (a mother, a primeval chthonic 
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g o d d e s s ) I n  his descriptions of the City Whitman
often used adjectives suggestive of the sea. In "Song
of the Broad-Axe" a "great city" is "Where fierce men
and women pour forth as the sea to the whistle/ of death
pours its sweeping and unript waves" (p. 189, 1. 121).
In Specimen Days he refers to Brooklyn and Manhattan as
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"great seething oceanic populations." The correlation 
between the City, the ocean, motherhood, birth, and 
death is very clear. Each is suggestive of Whitman's 
cyclical, symbiotic understanding of life, of its ebb 
and flow, and of the spiritual unity of all things. The 
life-like, death-like, ocean-like pulses of Whitman's 
large, frequently "turbulent" City are part of that same
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cycle, which is another expression of unity, a commonality
of substance, assimilation. The City integrated actual
multitudes as well as Whitman's own metaphors for that
integrating process. In "Year of Meteors" Whitman marks
Manhattan's wave-like, "surging. . .crowd" (p. 239, 1.
12). In "A Broadway Pageant" Manhattan is "unpent" and
"descends to her pavements" (p. 242, 1. 8) like some
liquid entity. In "First 0 Song For A Prelude," Manhattan
is a "teeming and turbulent city" (p. 280, 1. 12) that
leaps "tumultuous" (1. 20) with war and people. In "Rise
O Day From Your Fathomless Deeps" the City is cast as a
powerful, oceanic force:
Now we go forth to receive what the earth and 
the sea never gave us,
Not through the mighty woods we go, but through the 
mightier cities,
Something for us is pouring now more than 
Niagra pouring,
Torrents of Men, (sources and rills of the
Northeast are you indeed inexhaustible?)
What, to pavements and homesteads here, what 
were those storms of the mountains and 
sea?
What, to passions I witness around me to-day?
was the sea risen?
Was the wind piping the pipe of death under the 
black clouds?
Lo! from deeps more unfathomable, something more 
deadly and savage,
Manhattan rising, advancing with menancing front—  
Cincinnati, Chicago, unchain'd;
What was that swell I saw on the ocean? behold 
what comes here;
How it climbs with daring feet and hands — how 
it dashes!
(p. 292, 11. 19-28)
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In "City of Ships" Whitman turns to his "City of the 
seal city of hurried and glittering tides!/City whose 
gleeful tides continually rush or recede, whirling in and 
out with eddies and foam" (p. 294, 11. 5-6) to restore 
the physical, spiritual union that has been lost to civil 
war. In "Give Me the Splendid Silent Sun" Whitman opts 
for an ocean-like City: "People, endless, streaming, with
strong voices, passions, pageants,/Manhattan streets with 
their powerful throbs, with beating drums, as now" (p.
314, 11. 37-38). In "Sparkles From the Wheel" Whitman 
speaks of the "City's ceaseless crowd" (p. 389, 1. 1).
In "Mannahatta" Whitman celebrates the "aboriginal name"
(p. 21, 1. 1) of his City, and its suitable aquatic 
connotations: "Now I see what there is in a name, a word,
liquid, sane, unruly" (p. 474, 1. 3).
A final illustration of the City's aquatic, maternal 
value comes not in Whitman's poetry but in his prose, 
comes not when he is celebrating the City but in a 
frank acknowledgement of its depravity. In Democratic 
Vistas, commenting on his return to New York City in 
September, 1870, Whitman finds that his City has not 
achieved any democratic transcendence. It has not become 
the union of body and soul which he envisioned. He 
characterizes the failure of his City in language 
precisely opposite its earlier, optimistic, ocean-like
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invocation. It appears to him "a sort of dry and flat 
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Sahara." He goes on to say that in this dry void,
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what is most lacking is "a race of perfect mothers,"
implying that the City now dry, now bereft of a deeper
"oceanic amplitude and rush," corresponds to a dryness
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or dissipation of "the capacity for good motherhood." In 
1870, with the onset of the Gilded Age, the United States 
and the world surely seemed to Whitman farther than ever 
from democratic cohesion and transcendence. The cycle 
had slowed.
Yet Whitman's City was an unattached ideal. It
embodied the cyclical features of a life-and-death-giving
mother ocean. Its momentary failure in time was of no
real consequence:
Failing to fetch me at first keep encouraged, 
Missing me one place search another,
I stop somewhere waiting for you.
(p. 89, 11. 1343-45)
The City as city, mother, ocean, or death embodied the
cycle of life and death which was primary to Whitman's
concept of the evolving assimilation of all things. It
prefigured the singular, yet multiple identity of
Whitman's Kosmos.
The City is the dooryard upon a larger understanding
of Leaves of Grass. In a letter to William O'Connor in
March of 1889, Whitman said of Leaves of Grass: it is an
"ensemble —  like a great city to modern civilization, & a
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whole combined clustering paradoxical identity a man,
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a woman — " In Specimen Days Whitman wrote: "Today,
I should say —  defiant of cynics and pessimists, and
with a full knowledge of all their expectations —  an
appreciative and perceptive study of the current
humanity of New York gives the directest proof yet of
successful democracy, and of the solution of that
paradox, the eligibility of the free and fully developed
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individual with the paramount aggregate." In Section
Fourteen of "When Lilacs Last in the Dooryard Bloom'd"
the poet sings:
Come lovely and soothing death,
Undulate round the world; serenely arriving, 
arriving,
In the day, in the night, to all, to each,
Sooner or later delicate death.
(p. 335, 11. 135-39)
"Undulate round the world": clearly death is a kind of
copulation, "arriving, arriving" like a great, enviable
>
orgasm. This same death Whitman calls, in line 144,
"Dark mother." In lines 150 and 151, the poet sings of 
the dead who are "Lost in the loving floating ocean of thee,/ 
Laved in the flood of thy bliss O death." All things are 
each other. Death, sex, and motherhood cohere within 
Whitman's symbiotic Kosmos. They are, as well, the 
catalyst for the cohesion of all other things. Whitman's 
City is capable of supporting these multiple identities.
It was metaphor and actual catalyst for the idea of the
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assimilation of all existence, which was to Whitman the
essence of God's plan: endless diversity bound together
in continuous, unified flow. The principle was plain
and everywhere observable: in the multiple, unified self,
in the democratic union of states, in the starry heavens
contained in a single Kosmos.
Walt Whitman, a kosmos, of Manhattan the son, 
Turbulent, fleshy, sensual, eating, drinking 
and breeding,
No sentimentalist, no stander above men and 
women or apart from them,
No more modest than immodest.
Unscrew the locks from the doors!
Unscrew the doors themselves from their jambs!
(p. 52, 11. 496-502)
Whitman's City was his perfect microcosm, illustrating
the principles of his personal, universal Kosmos —  vast,
contradictory, containing multitudes —  the very accessible
metaphor for his transcendent vision.
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